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Monte Carlo Yachts MCY 65
Boat Type: Motor Yacht

OVERVIEW

Known as the “mini mega yacht”, the MCY 65 is grand in every little detail. Classic elements are intelligently

reinterpreted for a boat that possesses a timeless, instantly recognisable style and  a distinctive naval allure. The

result is cutting edge but reassuring, and the MCY 65 serves as an honoured ambassador for Monte Carlo Yachts’

unique style both in the overall lines of the boat and its details.

SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Monte Carlo Yachts Boat Type: Motor Yacht

Model: MCY 65 Hull Material: Fiberglass

Year: 2017 Hull Type:

Category: Power   



Dimensions & Weight

Length: 65.00 ft Draft - max: 5 ft 1 in - 1.55 meter

LOA: 65 ft - 19.81 meter Bridge Clearance: 24 ft - 7.32 meter

Beam: 17 ft 1 in - 5.21 meter Dry Weight: 70000 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 925 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: 66 gallons - 1 tank(s)

Fresh Water Tank: 198 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: 3 Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: 4 Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: 3 Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

External Features:

At 20 meters in length, the “mini mega yacht” is perhaps the best exemplification of Monte Carlo Yachts’ well-known

trait of delivering spacious interior and exterior spaces that had previously been the exclusive hallmark of

megayacht-category boats. From the sheltered aft area through the flexible and luxurious Portuguese deck and up

to the flybridge, the MCY 65 surprises and delights for the elegance of its vast spaces.

 

Internal Details:

True to the MCY collection’s key features, the MCY’s interior spaces more than meet the expectations laid out by the

exteriors: the surface area and the volumes expand in a succession of luxurious, comfortable habitats, ideal for

conversation, entertainment, relaxation,  or a lovely dinner with friends and guests. But utmost comfort finds its best

expression in the master cabin; a real full-beam suite featuring an ample study and a large walk-in closet.
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